Female Stage Makeup Tips (Updated 10/25/2016)

Foundation (NOT REQUIRED)
Foundation is used to even out the complexion and reduce shadows from stage lights. Always apply foundation to a
clean face. Choose a shade very similar to the color of the face.

Suggestion
Beauty Balm Prep + Prime ($31) - a tinted moisturizer to give light coverage, comes in different shades matched to your
complexion
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13825/17377/products/skincare/primers/prep-prime-bb-beauty-balm-spf-35

Cheeks (ANY COLOR)
Blush adds color as well as definition to the face. Choose a blush color similar to the natural color of the cheeks.

Apply blush onto cheek lines adding color gradually. Start at hairline and sweep towards apple of the cheeks. Avoid
“clown circles” and too bright of colors.
Suggestion
Powder Blush($23) - Mocha
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13842/329/products/makeup/face/blush/powder-blush#/shade/Mocha

Eyes
1. Start with the lightest color on the space right beneath the eyebrow onto the brow bone and also on the inner
corner of eye.
2. Apply the medium shade only on the lid.
3. Apply the darkest shade to the crease of the eye. Start small in the center and then wing upward on the outward
crease of the eye. Focus primarily the outer part of the eye and avoid darkening the inner crease of the eye too
much.
Required (for DII only)
Eye Shadow x 9 ($32) - Amber Times Nine
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13835/35470/products/makeup/eyes/eye-palettes-kits/eye-shadow-x-9amber-times-nine
Next line the eye using any dark brown eyeliner.
1. Top - Start with the inner corner of the eye closest to the nose with a thin line. Allow the line to get thicker as
you reach the outer part of the eye and extend slightly past the eye with an upward line.
2. Bottom - from the middle of the lash line out past the outer corner of the eye. DO NOT line from the inner
corner of the eye and DO NOT connect the bottom line to the top; leave a small space in between the two lines.
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Eyelashes
1. If you would like to use false eyelashes we suggest a brand like Ardell that you can find at any rite aid, target
or CVS or making sure to get lashes that come with the “Lash Grip” adhesive to apply them. An appropriate
length for our students would be Black #105 or #109.
2. Gently peel lashes off and place them on top of eyes to measure length. Give a space so the lashes don’t go
fully into the center of the eye. If lashes are too wide for the eye trim off the end to make them fit.
3. Drop a small bit of glue out onto a surface such as the back of the container. I usually take a round tip of the
bobby pin or anything the size of a toothpick to dip in the glue and then draw a thin line onto the lash band.
4. Place lashes along lash line and hold them there for 45 seconds.
5. If you would like, add one sweep of mascara onto lashes to blend.

Lips
1. Line the outside of lip with the lip pencil.
2. Add the lip color
Required (for DII only)
Pro Longwear Lip Pencil ($21) - He Said, She Said
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13852/17337/products/makeup/lips/lip-pencil/pro-longwear-lippencil#/shade/He_Said%2C_She_Said
Lipstick ($17) - Russian Red (for DII only)
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13854/310/products/makeup/lips/lipstick/lipstick#/shade/Russian_Red
Below is a list of the items/color palate that is required for DII only.
1. Eye Shadow x 9 ($32) - Amber Times Nine
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13835/35470/products/makeup/eyes/eye-palettes-kits/eye-shadow-x9-amber-times-nine
2. Pro Longwear Lip Pencil ($21) - He Said, She Said
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13852/17337/products/makeup/lips/lip-pencil/pro-longwear-lippencil#/shade/He_Said%2C_She_Said
3. Lipstick ($17) - Russian Red
http://www.maccosmetics.com/product/13854/310/products/makeup/lips/lipstick/lipstick#/shade/Russian_Re
d
4. Eyeliner dark brown, any brand is fine
5. Blush, any color/brand is fine
6. Mascara Any color/brand is fine
7. False Lashes Ardell is a good and affordable brand
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